FME Desktop - mini demo of important features and transformers
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- Norkart – Software vendor
- Custom built software used for managing GIS and other data within municipalities
- 7 full time users of FME (5% of the company) and growing!
Agenda

- Most useful stuff to know in FME – get your pencils sharpened!
Which transformer do you use for X?

We’ll show off some common transformers and methods to use in FME
Question from the audience –
www.google.com
Knowledge -
https://knowledge.safe.com/questions/index.html
Demo – FME Workbench
Attributefilter (extension)
Tester - TestFilter
FeatureReader (DWG)
FeatureWriter (3D PDF, Shape, SOSI GML)
FeatureCaching
Fanout – zip - folder
Bookmarks
Learn more FME
@ Safe Software and Norkart -
https://vimeo.com/manage/albums/4311048
THANK YOU!

Sigbjørn Herstad
sigher@norkart.no
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